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Portfolio investment is adopted by the venture capital to diversify those risks involved in project selection, investing or operating
so that the venture capitalist can expect a relatively stable income and lower financing risks. Based on the design of portfolio
investment contract with unlimited funds developed by Kanniainen and Keuschnigg, and Inderst et al., this article makes a
modification and presents a model given the limitation of funds available for the venture capitalist. It is demonstrated that the
marginal benefit of efforts paid by the entrepreneurs exceeds the marginal cost, given the limitation of funds available, which will
conduce to a high-level engagement of the entrepreneurs. 'us, by adopting the design of renegotiation contract, the venture
capitalist can manage to stimulate the entrepreneurs to make efforts, which is to result in moral hazard reduction.

1. Introduction

Enhanced risks in the venture capital investments may vary
due to influences of the internal and external environment.
'e high uncertainty makes it essential for the venture
capital to adopt an appropriate portfolio investment. It is
intended to spread and diversify risks and in turn to ensure a
high average yield on the investments. 'is is especially true
with the high-tech investments. Generally, the venture
capital should be invested in different regions, industries,
companies, or projects instead of investing in a single one.
By this means, losses from the failed investments can be
made up for by the yields from those succeeded. For the
venture capital investments of high uncertainty, adoption of
a portfolio is becoming the choice of most venture capitalist.

By diversifying the risks involved in the project selection,
investing, or operating, portfolio investments ensure the
venture capitalist a relatively stable income and lower fi-
nancing risks. Usually, in addition to making up for the
losses resulted from the failed projects accounting for up to
70% of the number of assets included in a portfolio, the
yields generated by the other 30% succeeded can bring the
venture capitalist a return high enough.

In the US, the venture capital is typically invested in a
dozen and even dozens of projects. Generally, the venture
capitalist is not the only controlling party. 'ey usually
account for 10%–30% of the invested firm’s total shares.
According to a survey made in 2002 covering 218 venture
projects of the US, a total loss was reported for 14.7% of all
the projects and partial loss for 24.8%. However, of all the
218 projects, up to 60% earned a return of over 100%.
According to the statistics, over the preceding dozens of
years, the venture capital investments have produced an
average yield of approximately 25%, which is far more than
other types of investments. Adoption of portfolio investment
contributes much to this high yield within a stable context of
contracts.

'e venture investments are characterized as risky and
high yielding. Instead of merely taking risks, the venture
capitalist always tries his best to lower the potential risks. To
achieve this, most times, a portfolio is set up. Success of a
venture firm is the result of the efforts made by both cap-
italist and entrepreneur. Even for one single asset venture
investment, some moral hazard can arise from the infor-
mation asymmetry between the capitalist and entrepreneur
and the resulted lack of efforts. Obviously, in the context of a
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portfolio the moral hazard problem associated is just more
complex. It is necessary to figure out an appropriate design
of portfolio contract for the purpose of avoiding moral
hazard risk related to portfolio investments.

'is research is intended to contribute to the findings of
what makes an appropriate design of portfolio contract. Either
from a theoretic perspective or a practical one, the portfolio
investment decision is more likely to be constrained by limited
fund availability to the venture capitalist. Taking this fund
availability constraint into account, our article develops a model
for the design of the portfolio venture investment contract, by
which means an insight can be got into the underlying
mechanism and how it works on bilateral moral hazard
reduction.

2. Literature Review

With a portfolio investment contract, the venture capitalist
invests in many ventures simultaneously, which gives rise to
the information asymmetry between the investor and each
entrepreneur and the resulted moral hazard. Study on this
type of moral hazard problem can trace back to that emerges
between one principal and multiple agents. Holmstrom [1]
conducted the earliest study on the moral hazard problem
arising from the information asymmetry between one
principal and multiple agents. He concluded that when the
efforts made by each agent cannot be observed by the
principal and subsequently each one’s contribution to the
outcome cannot be identified, the agents will not try their
best. Instead, they may take advantage of information
asymmetry and behave as a free rider.

When a venture investment contract involves two or more
entrepreneurs, information about the efforts made by each is
usually unavailable. It is hard if it is not impossible to identify
the contribution made by each one to the outcome specifically.
As a result, moral hazard problem and its negative results can
be expected. 'erefore, a good design of portfolio investment
contract should conduce to avoiding or reducing moral hazard
between the one principal and multiple agents.

Kaplan et al. [2, 3] explored how the lack of efforts occurs
when the venture capitalist, as the principal, interacts with
two entrepreneurs (the agents) given complete information
or incomplete information. It is suggested that moral hazard
may arise in case the agents conspire with each other to
undermine the venture investor’s interests, or otherwise, one
of the agents conspires with the principal and damages the
interests of the other.

Cestone [4] concluded that, for a portfolio investment
comprising two venture firms, the value of the ventures is
positively related to the abilities of both the venture capitalist
and the entrepreneur in charge, as well as their efforts.
Additionally, the author presented an optimal income al-
location plan to motivate both sides and eliminate the bi-
lateral moral hazard.

Other research studies on moral hazard associated with
the portfolio contract include figuring out the optimal
number of the venture projects invested (or in other words,
deciding on an optimal scale for the portfolio in question)
given a certain level of efforts to be paid by all stakeholders.

Kanniainen and Keuschnigg [5], from the perspective of
the bilateral moral hazard problem emerging between the
venture capitalist and entrepreneur, analyzed theoretically
how the capitalist should determine an optimal number of the
start-up firms included in a portfolio investment. 'ey hold
that there is a trade-off between the number of start-up firms
and the amount of assistance the capitalist could grant to each
firm. 'at is, the more investees the less assistance to each.
Such a trade-off determines there exist an optimal scale for a
portfolio venture investment. Furthermore, they gave an
interpretation about why only limited number of venture
projects can be included in a portfolio investment when
aimed at an optimal yield level totally. It was also supposed
that as the investees increase and the assistance granted to
each venture firm decreases, the entrepreneur would require
more return from his/her firm. Bengtsson and Sensoy [6]
investigated how contract design is related to VC abilities to
monitor and provide value-added services to the entrepreneur
and found that previous estimates of the amount entrepre-
neurs pay for affiliation with high-quality VCs are overstated.

Khanna and Mathews [7] tried to figure out the number
of start-up firms to be invested based on the extent to which
the venture capitalist can provide each firmwith consultancy
services. 'ey believed there exist a reasonable and balanced
level of the consultancy services each venture firm can expect
and of the portfolio scale. Having referred to the research
studies by Kanniainen et al. [5, 8], Khanna and Mathews
argued that it is not enough to determine a portfolio scale
merely based on finding the equilibrium of portfolio scale
and the upper limit for services each firm may expect. In-
stead, they argued that the optimal portfolio scale can be
reasonably determined only when the abilities of the venture
capitalist are taken into account and the intensity of con-
sultancy services each firm can have is predictable. Other
similar research studies include that by He [9], Hori and
Osano [10], Lin [11], Fu et al. [12], and An and Schneider
[13]. 'ey conducted studies on the equilibrium of efforts
allocation among the venture investees and portfolio scale
from different perspectives and tried to summarize the
mechanism underlying a portfolio investment contract
motivating the entrepreneurs. Chernenko et al. [14] found
that having to carefully manage their own liquidity pushes
mutual funds to require stronger redemption rights, sug-
gesting contractual choices consistent with mutual funds’
short-term capital sources. Burchardt et al. [15] provided a
comprehensive theoretical and empirical literature review of
venture capital contracts and highlighted the major dis-
crepancies between theory and practice.

In brief, it can be concluded from the above literature
that when bounded by a portfolio investment contract, both
the capitalist and the entrepreneurs have to make efforts. It is
especially true with the former. For the venture capitalist,
reasonable allocation of the limited consultancy services that
he/she is able to offer among the investees is critical to yield
maximization. With the value-added services the capitalist
has to provide being taken into account, he/she has to
balance the more yields brought by a larger size of portfolio
against the limitation of his/her ability to deliver value-
added services.
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Overall, how much effort would both the capitalist and
each of the entrepreneurs like to make is critical to devel-
opment of the start-up firms, especially in the framework of
a portfolio investment contract. Since portfolio investment
involves multiple entrepreneurs, the venture capitalist is
faced with a more complex situation and it is more im-
portant to decide on a reasonable allocation of efforts.
Portfolio investment has become an increasingly important
means to invest in the start-up firms. 'e design of portfolio
contract needs to be analyzed so that an optimal level of
efforts be ensured from mechanisms. Based on the previous
research studies, this article develops amodel to optimize the
design of portfolio investment contract which is expected to
reach an equilibrium of incentives for the venture capitalist
and each of the entrepreneurs. With this design adopted,
moral hazards can be reduced and both sides can be
stimulated to make essential efforts.

Also, it can be seen that, on the basis of the work in-
volving just one entrepreneur, some researchers analyzed
the possible means by which the capitalist can urge more
entrepreneurs to make efforts and reduce the bilateral moral
hazards in terms of portfolio investment contract. 'ey
assumed that, with unlimited availability of funds, the
capitalist has enough money to make a second invest in both
start-up firms. 'us, no one will fail to get further invested.
'at means, without fund constraint, the two start-ups do
not have to compete with each other. However, that is
usually not the truth. 'e portfolio investment decision is
actually more likely to be constrained by limited fund
availability to the venture capitalist. So, this article makes a
modification. It is supposed that the decision about a second
investment is constrained by limited fund availability to the
venture capitalist. In this case, the entrepreneurs involved in
the portfolio contract have to compete with each other to
obtain the second investment.

3. Model Introduction

Consider a case of investing in multiple venture firms si-
multaneously. Each firm has a project which needs man-
agement assistance from the capitalist. A four-stage model
will be developed for the venture investment contract.

Suppose each start-up project is to be invested in twice.
'e first investment amounts to I_1 and the second I_2.
After the first investment, both venture capitalist and en-
trepreneurs can observe the immediate state of the project
which is relied upon to make a decision on whether to make
a second investment. 'e whole process can be divided into
four stages, which is demonstrated in Figure 1.

'e logics underlying this four-stage model is that, in
reality, most venture investment contracts cannot provide
that the fund needs be satisfied once and for all. What is
more reasonable and more usual in venture investment
practices is to have a shot, wait to see the result, and then
decide. With this in mind, we make the assumption that the
venture capitalist will invest an amount necessary to get
through the beginning phase of the selected venture projects.
'en, the entrepreneurs are engaged in operating their start-
ups and achieve some result based on which the capitalist is

to make the decision about whether to continue with in-
vestment. Once a further-investment decision is made, a
renegotiation will be settled and the reinvestment contract is
decided on. After this second investment, any yields of the
start-up project will be allocated between the capitalist and
the entrepreneur according to what is specified in the
contract. 'is process can be logically simplified as the four-
phase model shown in Figure 1.

Stage 1: sign the initial investment contract. With no
loss of generality, assume that one venture capitalist
invests in two start-ups. 'e amounts initially invested
are both I1. As a return, the capitalist owns shares of
two start-ups. Start-up firm i has shares amounted to si,
i � 1, 2.
Stage 2: after the initial investment, each of the two en-
trepreneurs is engaged in operating his/her start-up. 'e
extent to which the entrepreneur would be engaged
depends on the firm’s state following the initial invest-
ment, θ. After the initial investment, the entrepreneurs
take up their line of duties. Assume that an entrepreneur
may choose to have a high or low level of engagement.
'is level of engagement is denoted as e, e ∈ eh, el .
Costs will be incurred under different levels of engage-
ment, which are denoted as C(eh) and C(el). It is
specified that C(eh)>C(el). And the marginal cost of
level of engagement is ΔC, ΔC � C(eh) − C(el). Suppose
that the extent to which the entrepreneur is engaged
determines the probability that the firm falls in a certain
state. 'e entrepreneur makes efforts, the firm can have
one of the two states, θg, θm , and θg and θm represent
the good state and the normal state, respectively. When
the entrepreneur is highly engaged, the start-up has the
good state (θg) with probability of qh, or the normal state
(θm) with (1 − qh). If the entrepreneur takes a low level of
engagement, the start-up has the good state (θg) with
probability of ql, or the normal state (θm) with (1 − ql). It
is believed that 1> qh > ql > 0.
Stage 3: based on the observed state of the start-up, θ,
the venture capitalist renegotiates with each of the
entrepreneurs to determine whether to make a second
investment and how to reallocate the income between
the two sides.'e total yield of each venture project can
be  or 0. 'e probability of being  or 0 is dependent
on the efforts made by the entrepreneur as well as the
reinvestment decision made by the capitalist. If the
capitalist, based on the observed state (θ), chooses to
quit, the start-up will achieve the yield of  with a
much smaller probability due to the absence of further
investment and assistance from the capitalist. 'is low
probability is denoted as P0. And the probability of
having no yield is (1 − P0). Obviously, the expected
income with no further investment from the capitalist
can be computed as

R0 � P0 · . (1)

If the venture capitalist chooses to make a second in-
vestment, the start-up will achieve the yield of  with a
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larger probability. In the case that θg is observed with the
project, the probability of achieving  is Pg and no yield
(1 − Pg). In the case of θm, the probability of having  is Pm

and no yield (1 − Pm). It is no surprise that the expected total
yield with the state θg is more than that with θm, and the
expected total yield with further investment is more than
that with no more. So, it is stated that Pg >Pm >P0. Ap-
parently, when θg is observed with the start-up, the expected
income can be calculated as

Rg � Pg ·  . (2)

When θm is observed, the expected income is

Rm � Pm ·  . (3)

Assume the additional investment is I2. Provided that
the start-up receives further investment, the marginal in-
come is rg with the observed state of θg or rm with θm. 'en,

rg � Rg − R0 − I2, (4)

rm � Rm − R0 − I2. (5)

If rg > rm > 0, that is, there is a positive marginal income
of further investment whether the observed state is θg or rm.
'erefore, further investment is always profitable.

'e venture capitalist and each entrepreneur would
renegotiate based on the observed firm state and the total
yield expectation. By renegotiation of income allocation and
redesign of investment contract, the capitalist manages to
urge the entrepreneur to make efforts in Stage 2 so that the
venture investment can be continued.

Stage 4: the expected yield having been earned, income
is allocated between the capitalist and each entrepre-
neur. After the venture project has achieved the ex-
pected earnings, the capitalist and the entrepreneur will
have earnings allocated according to the agreement
reached in advance. It is assumed that the marginal
income of efforts made by the entrepreneur exceeds the
marginal cost. So, a rational entrepreneur would be
highly engaged.

When the entrepreneur is indeed highly engaged, the
start-up will have a state following the initial investment of
θg with a probability of qh, or θm with (1 − qh). 'en, the
expected marginal income of a second investment is

qh · rg + 1 − qh(  · rm. (6)

Or if the entrepreneur is not so highly engaged, the start-
up will have a state following the initial investment of θg with
a probability of ql, or θm with (1 − ql). 'en, the expected
marginal income of further investment is

ql · rg + 1 − ql(  · rm. (7)

'e entrepreneur will be urged to be highly engaged only
when the marginal income of further investment with a high
level of engagement is no less than that with a low level
combined with the marginal cost of efforts made. 'at is,

qh · rg + 1 − qh(  · rm ≥ ql · rg + 1 − ql(  · rm + ΔC, (8)

which can be reduced as

qh − ql(  · rg − rm ≥ΔC. (9)

Equation (9) gives the constraints that ensure a high level
of engagement by the entrepreneur.

3.1. Design of Portfolio Investment Contract Given the Limi-
tationof Funds. Constrained by limited fund availability, the
venture capitalist invests I1 in each start-up initially, and
after a certain period of time, there is only I2 available for a
second investment. 'at means, this capitalist manages to
raise funds totaling (2I1 + I2). Having invested I1 in each of
two start-ups, the capitalist has to choose the one more
competitive to make further investment. Evidently, the
observed state of each start-up determines which one will get
a second investment. 'e one seeming more competitive
wins.

As supposed earlier, a start-up can have the state of θg or
θm after the initial investment. When the two investees have
different states, one θg and the other θm, the venture cap-
italist would like to invest another I2 in the one demon-
strating θg. If both of the two have the state of θg, or both θm,
the capitalist will invest I2 in one of the two with equal
probability.

With no loss of generality, assume Start-up 1 demon-
strates θg after the initial investment and Start-up 2 θm. In
this case, Start-up 1 will receive further investment and
Start-up 2 will not have a chance. According to the rene-
gotiation scheme of income allocation, Start-up 1 will have
earnings of (s1 · R0 + ρ · rg), where ρ is the shares Start-up 1
owns based on the design of reinvestment contract. On the
contrary, Start-up 2 will earn s2 · R0.

In the case that the two start-ups both demonstrate the
state of θg or otherwise θm, the capitalist will make further
invest in any of them randomly. 'en, Start-up 1 will have
earnings of (s1 · R0 + (1/2)ρ · r), and Start-up 2 will earn
(s1 · R0 + (1/2)ρ · r), where r � rg, rm .

From the perspective of Start-up 1, since Start-up 1 itself
and Start-up 2 may decide to have a high or low level of
engagement, the yield Start-up 1 can expect varies. It is
analyzed as follows.

A Nash equilibrium exists, as demonstrated in Figure 2,
when the two start-ups make their choices about how much

Yield generation and
allocation

Renegotiation and
reinvestment

Initial investment
contract

Efforts and immediate
state

4321

Figure 1: Sequence of the game involved in a portfolio investment contract.
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effort to make. Uij (i � 1, 2{ }, j � a, b, c, d{ }) is the yield
that Start-up 1 can expect when the strategy combination
adopted by entrepreneurs is j (a, b, c or d), as shown in
Figure 2.

3.2. /e Case /at Entrepreneur 2 Chooses to Be Highly
Engaged. In this case, when Entrepreneur 1 also chooses to
be highly engaged, Start-up 1 may earn (s1 · R0 + ρ · rg) or
s1 · R0 with equal probability of qh · (1 − qh), or earn (s1 ·

R0 + (1/2)ρ · rg) with probability of qh · qh, or (s1 · R0+

(1/2)ρ · rm) with (1 − qh) · (1 − qh). So, the expected yield of
Start-up 1 when Entrepreneur 1 is highly engaged is

U1a
� qh 1 − qh(  s1 · R0 + ρ · rg  + qh 1 − qh(  s1 · R0( 

+ q
2
h s1 · R0 +

1
2
ρ · rg  + 1 − qh( 

2
s1 · R0 +

1
2
ρ · rm ,

(10)

which can be reduced as

U1a
� s1 · R0 + ρ · rg · qh −

1
2

q
2
h  +

1
2
ρ · rm · 1 − 2qh + q

2
h .

(11)

If otherwise (i.e., Entrepreneur 1 demonstrates a low
level of engagement), Start-up 1 may earn (s1 · R0 + ρ · rg)

with probability of ql · (1 − qh), or earn s1 · R0 with prob-
ability of qh · (1 − ql), or (s1 · R0 + (1/2)ρ · rg) with ql · qh, or
(s1 · R0 + (1/2)ρ · rm) with (1 − ql) · (1 − qh). So, the ex-
pected yield of Start-up 1 if Entrepreneur 1 is lowly engaged
is

U1d
� ql 1 − qh(  s1 · R0 + ρ · rg  + qh 1 − ql(  s1 · R0( 

+ ql · qh s1 · R0 +
1
2
ρ · rg 

+ 1 − ql(  1 − qh(  s1 · R0 +
1
2
ρ · rm ,

(12)

which can be reduced as

U1d
� s1 · R0 + ρ · rg · ql −

1
2

qlqh 

+
1
2
ρ · rm · 1 − ql − qh + qlqh( .

(13)

To ensure that moral hazard be eliminated and Entre-
preneur 1 choose to be highly engaged, the capitalist has to

make sure that Entrepreneur 1 will earn more only when he/
she makes more efforts. So, equation (14) holds.

U1a
− U1d
≥ΔC. (14)

Integrate equations (11), (13), and (14), and we obtain

ρ qh − ql(  rg − rm  +
1
2

rm − qh rg − rm   ≥ΔC.

(15)

'e case that Entrepreneur 2 chooses to be is lowly
engaged.

As analyzed in Case (1), the expected yield of Start-up 1
when Entrepreneur 1 chooses to be highly engaged is

U1b
� s1 · R0 + ρ · rg · qh −

1
2

qhql 

+
1
2
ρ · rm · 1 − qh − ql + q

2
l .

(16)

'e expected yield of Start-up 1 if Entrepreneur 1 is
lowly engaged is

U1c
� s1 · R0 + ρ · rg · ql −

1
2

q
2
l  +

1
2
ρ · rm · 1 − 2ql + q

2
l .

(17)

'e constraint that ensures a high level of engagement by
Entrepreneur 1 is

ρ qh − ql(  rg − rm  +
1
2

rm − ql rg − rm   ≥ΔC. (18)

As long as equations (15) and (18) hold true, Entre-
preneur 1 would always take a high level of engagement to
maximize his/her earnings. With this in mind, the venture
capitalist, by designing the renegotiation contract, can
manage to urge Entrepreneur 1 to make efforts and reduce
moral hazards.

'e discussion about Entrepreneur 1 can be safely
generalized to Entrepreneur 2, since Entrepreneur 1 is just
one picked out at random. So, the conclusion we draw for
Entrepreneur 1 is completely adaptable to Entrepreneur 2.

It can be seen that constrained by the portfolio invest-
ment contract given limitation of funds, the entrepreneurs
have to compete with each other for a second investment.
And provided that the portfolio investment has unlimited
availability of funds, the entrepreneurs can be hardly mo-
tivated due to the lack of competition. 'e constraint from
fund availability gives rise to an increase of marginal income
of efforts made. 'erefore, a portfolio investment contract
with limited availability of funds can urge the entrepreneurs
to be highly engaged by bringing in competitive stimulation
mechanism.

4. Conclusions

In the context of portfolio investment contract, the problem
concerning the principal and agents motivation gets more
complex because of more stakeholders involved. More di-
versified moral hazards arising also require more compli-
cated design of the portfolio contract. 'e information

Start-up 2
Highly

engaged
Lowly

engaged
Highly

engaged
Start-up 1

Lowly
engaged

(U1a, U2a) (U1b, U2b)

(U1c, U2c)(U1d, U2d)

Figure 2: Expected income under different strategy combinations.
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asymmetry makes either the venture capitalist or the en-
trepreneurs can hardly identify the engagement level of the
counterpart or the resulted contributions. And, it is even
harder to figure out the allocation of efforts by the capitalist
among different venture projects included in a portfolio
investment contract.

Kanniainen and Keuschnigg [5] and Bengtsson and
Sensoy [6], based on research studies on one entrepreneur
motivation, analyzed the possible means by which the
capitalist can urge more entrepreneurs to make efforts and
reduce the bilateral moral hazards in terms of portfolio
investment contract. 'ey assumed that, with unlimited
availability of funds, the capitalist has enough money to
make a second investment in both start-up firms. 'us, no
one will fail to get further invested. 'at means, without
fund constraint, the two start-ups do not have to compete
with each other. Instead, both of them can get the second
investment by renegotiating with the capitalist about income
allocation.

A modification is made in this article. It is supposed that
the decision about a second investment is constrained by
limited fund availability to the venture capitalist. In this case,
the entrepreneurs involved in the portfolio contract have to
compete with each other to obtain the second investment.
'e constraint from fund availability gives rise to an increase
of marginal income of efforts made. 'erefore, a portfolio
contract with limited availability of funds can urge the
entrepreneurs to be highly engaged by bringing in com-
petitive stimulation mechanism. It is demonstrated that the
marginal benefit of efforts paid by the entrepreneurs exceeds
the marginal cost, given the limitation of funds available,
which will conduce to a high-level engagement of the en-
trepreneurs. 'us, by adopting the design of renegotiation
contract, the venture capitalist can manage to stimulate the
entrepreneurs to make efforts, which is to result in moral
hazard reduction.

'is research contributes to extension of those pioneered
by Kanniainen and Keuschnigg and some other scholars [5].
Either from a theoretic perspective or a practical one, the
portfolio investment decision is more likely to be con-
strained by limited fund availability to the venture capitalist.
Taking this fund availability constraint into account, our
article develops a model for design of the portfolio venture
investment contract, which is intended to get an insight into
the underlying mechanism and how it works on bilateral
moral hazard reduction. 'us, this article contributes to the
venture capital finance literature.

One drawback of this research is the lack of comparative
analysis of the outcomes provided limitation and no limi-
tation of funds available. Compared with that of unlimited
fund availability, how big a marginal effect can the stimu-
lation have that a portfolio contract with limitation of funds
imposes on the entrepreneurs. In addition, constrained by
limited fund availability, the capitalist has to choose only one
of the initially invested venture firms to make further in-
vestment at the cost of losing the other, which is likely to
inspire the capitalist to contribute more in the selected
venture firm development. And the benefits this inspiration
effect on the capitalist brings about are also ignored in this

article. A comparative analysis and the equilibrium issue
involved will be the focus of further research studies.
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